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As part of the 125th celebrations,
club archivist John Burrows DPAGB graphic and AV insight into memwill be taking us on a trip through bers’ activities in more recent times.
time with a look at the club’s history.
There will be a display of all the
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The first half of the evening will tell albums and books containing press
the earlier life of the Club and as cuttings and photographs from the
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well as photographs there will be Club's 125-year history together
extracts from press articles and with some of the Minute books.
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minutes. You will benefit from a (Please treat these irreplaceable items
seat nearer the front of the hall - with care and keep drinks etc well
that is, unless you bring opera away!) John will also display his
prints from our recent exhibition at
glasses!
The Hive.
The programme will also look at
one or two of the 'personalities' of
the day and we’ll have a photo-

Digital Group

Contemporary Group

Advance reminder - WCC Digital

From ancient to modern… The

Imaging Group will meet on

report of the Contemporary Pho-

Thursday 17th December at Clain-

tography Group meeting on 3rd

es British Legion. Choose up to

Dec is on the website CPG page

10 of your favourite images of

along with a great selection of

2015 and send in advance to

images from members.

Martin (2000 x 1500 min) to
show on the night and for the
2015 e-book.

From Berrow’s Journal 26 April 1890
The Journal celebrates its 325th this year! See the anniversary
supplement of the oldest surviving newspaper.
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Take a look!
Clive

Three Counties Battle - Results
On Thursday night eight of your members braved the elements to travel to Hereford for the ‘Three
Counties’ inter-club Battle.
Well – in spite of some rather strange judging Worcester managed to come out on top – the final scores
were as follows:
Worcester

Gloucester

Hereford

DPIs

254

251

248

Prints

259

257

247

TOTALS

513

508

495

I would like to thank the following members whose work represented the club in this competition:Alan Yeates

Malcolm Haynes

Bob Tunstall

Jayne Winter

Paul Mann

Douglas Gregor

Eric Williams

Sue Abbott

Duncan Locke

Jenny Rees Mann

Brian Eacock

Bob Oakley

Anyone wishing to know their individual score – please e-mail me
Thank you to those members who have sent me images for ‘GB Cup’ consideration – I look forward to
receiving many more?!!!
Judy Knights - External Competition Secretary

AV News - Congratulations!
Mike and Lavinia Hardwick were awarded a Highly Commended for their Audio
Visual sequence ‘A Parcel of Cloth’ at the Great Northern Festival yesterday.
Andrew Gagg won the Audience Vote for his ‘King Krak and the Dragon’.

As well as having ‘resident’ experts to call on, Gordon
Nicklin (centre) was a very informative and entertaining
guest speaker from the Worcestershire AV Group at our last
AV group meeting. Come along in 2016 and find out more!
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Members’ Images: Iceland
Les Bailey has sent some splendid images from his Iceland trip. We start with a hairy tale and a hairy tail…
We were lucky enough to see an Arctic Fox on a day in Thorsmork Valley. We took a super jeep outing,
absolutely superb day. We did have a bit of drama when the front of the jeep disappeared into a 'stream'
that was a lot deeper than our driver thought. We were balanced on the edge of the stream, aka torrent,
the 'floor' of the jeep teetering on the edge, my wife frozen with fear, ashen in the back… But somehow,
after perhaps ten minutes of revving, steaming, splashing, rear tyres deflated, the vehicle juddered out
backwards. The tyres of these vehicles are the size of a small car, and our driver took the pressure down
to 1.5psi, which makes them even broader and increases traction. We were, of course, miles from
anywhere, but the jeep is equipped with a satellite phone, so can communicate regardless in case of
emergency. So the highlight didn't turn into a lowlight. That was in the valley that was scoured by the
Eyjafjallajökull eruption in 2010. I haven't processed any of the images of that area yet, but I did learn
how to pronounce the name properly.
I've attached an image of the fox's footprints I followed at the end of the valley - absolutely nothing there
for foxie to catch and eat, however they survive somehow. I think he must have been surprised to see me,
he ran past then stopped to have a look; maybe he thought I'd throw him a sarnie… So there are two
images of the fox, one running past, and one as a portrait from when he stopped for a few seconds; the
footprints just show the context, desolation alley really. It was minus 9 or lower at that time, not exactly
rabbit country.
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Here's also a sunset image (right) of
The Sea Stacks at Vik; it was minus
7 that evening, ice everywhere, then
next morning plus 3, rain and very
high winds, a complete weather
reversal.
Apparently over half of Icelanders
believe in Elves, and also in
Thorsmork there is The Elves’ Little
Church…(below) You'd better believe in it or you don't get out!
Then you have Vestmannaeyjar,
The Western Isles (bottom left). The
one extreme right first popped up
five years ago, Iceland's newest island…
Finally (below right) Gluggafoss, my favourite name for a waterfall.
The big popular waterfalls of the south are
close to route 1, and generally very busy.
There are some very pretty ones though,
like this, on back roads. Not massive, but
very accessible and not a tourist in sight.
Les Bailey
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Diary/Out and About
Wednesday 9 December, 10-30 to 12-30 and 13-30 to 15-30 are the two remaining drop-in sessions for the
Changing Face of Worcester project ‘recruitment’. If you can bring some local knowledge to the project or are
interested in finding out more, drop in at Tudor House on Wednesday or get in touch with Peter Cutler, tel
More info in last week’s newsletter.
Nicklin Unseen continues at Snow Hill Square, Birmingham.
Noémie Goudal’s Southern Light Stations, Photographers’ Gallery, London to 10 Jan. Free entry before 12.00.
If Les’s pictures have put you in the mood for more chilly images, the sales gallery houses Arctic Stories by
Russian artist Evgenia Arbugaeva. The exhibition includes two bodies of work, Weather Man (inspired by the
solitary life of a meteorologist living on a remote peninsular in northern Russia) and Tiksi.
The Photographers’ Gallery is also hosting a couple of potentially “disturbing” exhibitions. Burden of Proof:
The Construction of Visual Evidence which examines the way photographic images have been harnessed as
evidence in instances of crimes or acts of violence suffered by individuals or groups. “Deliciously macabre”
according to the Spectator! “A forensic delineation of how photography has been used as evidence of war crimes
and acts of violence……haunting.” Sean O’Hagan, Guardian. (To 10 Jan)
Horizontal Humans is on the Media Wall as part of the forensic imaging series. (To 10 Jan)
Mat Collishaw at the New Art Gallery Walsall until 10 January. Photography, film, installation and sculpture.
(Also at Library of Birmingham with In Camera, an installation created around a series of 12 crime scene
negatives made for Birmingham City Police Force during the 1930s and 1940s.)

Around the Web
Latest MCPF News…
…and the PAGB newsletter 150 special celebratory issue with 150 images by 150 photographers- see p11
and p 12 for John Burrows’ and Brian Eacock’s images - and the 150 Extra.
Don’t forget the WCC autumn Flipboard magazine. Just view, or follow via Flipboard for regular updates.
Flipboard is free and easy to use.

Competitions & Exhibitions
Broadway Arts Festival competition is now open. The theme for 2016 is ‘Conflict’ but this should only be
adhered to if it is inspiring to you. The competition is open to any artist, in any medium, including photography.
2016 Bristol International Salon of Photography closes 30th January; discount for Early Bird
entry by 3rd January. Why not have a go? Every entrant receives a 4* catalogue
PCA My China

The Photographic Angle - Creativity (free to enter)

Commercial

Moo Cards
20% off greetings cards to 24th Dec. Moo designs or your
own. Printfinity from Moo means you can have a different
image on every card or sticker in a pack. (Up to 100!)

Fundraising
If you are doing the Christmas shopping from your armchair, or indeed, if you shop online at all, you might
consider using easyfundraising to support a charity of your choice with a free donation. It’s simple to do,
costs you nothing, and supports good causes. There are nearly 3,000 retailers on board ready to make a
donation, including Amazon, John Lewis, Aviva, thetrainline and Sainsbury's – it doesn't cost you a penny
extra!
1. Join - sign up for free.
2. Shop. Every time you shop online, go to easyfundraising, pick the retailer you want and start shopping.
3. Raise. When you’ve checked out, that retailer will make a donation to your cause for no extra cost!
There are no catches or hidden charges and your chosen cause will be really grateful for your donations.
You can only support one cause at once but you can change or even swap between causes if you wish
You could consider supporting our local Wildlife Trust who offer lots of photogenic locations!

